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PODCAST HIGHLIGHT

The Alliance for Peacebuilding is rounding out #WomensHistoryMonth with a

special podcast episode on the #WomenPeaceSecurity agenda & how the US can

become a "gender superpower." Join host Tanya Domi, AfP's Director of Policy and

Advocacy Megan Corrado, and Director of the Gender Equality Initiative in

International Affairs and Associate Professor with George Washington University’s

Elliott School of International Affairs Dr. Shirley Graham for this exciting

discussion! Listen here: https://lnkd.in/dq-ekMv

MS. MAGAZINE ON #WomenAdvancePeace

Last month, the Civil Society Working Group discussed potential setbacks to the

Women, Peace & Security Agenda in light of COVID-19. Read an analysis in Ms.

Magazine: 

Peace is On the Line: The Women, Peace and Security Agenda

Must Be Fulfilled

by COREY GREER

We must keep the world’s women at the fore; our security at home is intricately

linked to the equality and security of women around the world. 

GENDER, PEACE & SECURITY SPEAKER SERIES

Join GEIA and the DC Student Consortium on Women, Peace and Security for the

launch of the GEIA Women’s Leadership Index measuring where women are and

the power they hold in governments across the globe. We will discuss the

pathways, position and power women hold in public offices across the globe with

an eye towards national security. Using the index we will explore how women get

into leadership positions in national security and which positions are critical both in

terms of representation and power, but also peace and security. Women are

critical leaders and drivers in local and national security.

Register Here

National & International Security through the Women,

Peace & Security Lens: A conversation with Admiral

Michelle Howard

Thu, April 15, 2021 |  12:30 PM – 1:30 PM EDT

Join the Elliott School's Gender Equality Initiative in International Affairs, the DC

Student Consortium on Women, Peace and Security, and the Leadership, Ethics,

and Practice Initiative for a conversation with Admiral Michelle Howard on the

Department of Defense's WPS Implementation Plans.

Register Here

Admiral Michelle J. Howard

Michelle J. Howard served 35 years

in the United States Navy.  She led

Sailors and Marines multiple times in

her career as the Commander of:  a

ship, an Expeditionary Strike Group,

Task Force, and a Naval theater. Her

last command was from 2016 to 2017

as U.S. Naval Forces Europe and U.S.

Naval Forces Africa. She simultaneously led NATO’s Allied Joint Force Command

Naples with oversight of missions from the Western Balkans to Iraq.  Operations in

her career include NATO peacekeeping, West African Training Cruise, Indonesia

Tsunami Relief operations, and the rescue of Maersk Alabama from Somali

Pirates.  Michelle is a Desert Storm and Operation Iraqi Freedom veteran.

GEIA PARTICIPATES IN THE ISA2021 ANNUAL

CONVENTION PROGRAM

April 6th - 9th, 2021 | Virtual Platform

Dr. Shirley Graham, GEIA Director, will be participating in the International Studies

Association Annual Conference that connects scholars, practitioners, and students

around the globe. 

Register for the following events:

WA39: Gendered/Military Subjects: Women, Peace & Security Dilemmas of

Military Gender Advisors

Wednesday, April 7, 8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

This paper examines the struggles for implementing the women, peace and

security agenda (borne out of UNSCR 1325, 2000) by gender advisors in the fragile

post-conflict settings to which they are deployed. It develops a feminist critique of

the military’s role in ‘bringing gender equality’ to those contexts. Gender advisors

are tasked with gender mainstreaming the mission, producing a gender analysis of

the context, and ensuring gender perspectives are gathered to inform the ongoing

operation. Military gender advisors share their journey to becoming gender

advisors, the instrumental goals they are tasked with achieving, and the structural

barriers they are confronting. Drawing on interviews and an analytical narrative

approach, the paper explores how gender advisors navigate the complex terrain of

the WPS agenda at the intersection with the legacy of women’s discrimination

within national host nation contexts as well as within the U.S. military. Deploying

a multidimensional feminist approach centred on women’s narratives of resistance,

silencing and agency, this paper offers a critical interrogation of the promises of

the WPS agenda and the roles of gender advisors in its delivery. It explores

individual and collective efforts to re-imagine how the WPS agenda can be

advanced by the military and the international community. This paper seeks to

amplify gender advisor’s complex narratives, strategies and knowledges in pushing

against the boundaries of institutionalised gender norms. This paper insists that

foregrounding these struggles is a matter of priority if the international

community, the UNSC, and national militaries are to achieve the goals set out in

the WPS agenda.

WC37: Methods and Ethics of Feminist Research: The Irish Defence Forces and

the Silencing of a Feminist Researcher

Wednesday, April 7, 11:00 AM - 12:15 PM  

 Shirley Graham - As a feminist researcher undertaking my PhD field research from

2006-9 with officers in the Irish Defence Forces I experienced the gender

discrimination I was endeavoring to make visible. My PhD study, borne out of

UNSCR 1325 and the Women, Peace and Security agenda, was testing claims by

the UN that the inclusion of women peacekeepers brings important benefits to

civilian women populations in mission contexts. The study adopted discourse

analysis and included equal numbers of interviews with women and men

peacekeepers and observation of Irish troops during the UNMIK/KFOR mission in

Kosovo. At each stage of my research journey the Irish Defence Forces created

barriers to me continuing my study which culminated in them attempting to

publicly discredit my research findings. This paper explores the tensions between a

feminist researcher and a military which positions itself as an exemplar in the

delivery of the WPS agenda. It concludes by asking if a military refuses to listen to

the findings of a researcher with university backing and a scholarship from the

Irish government, how likely are they to take seriously the gathering of gender

perspectives and the voices of civilian women as set out by the UNSCR1325?

RA06: Critical Feminist Approaches to Peace and Conflict Studies: Shirley

Graham, Chair.

Thursday, April 8, 8:00 AM - 9:15 AM  

While there has been a burgeoning movement in Peace and Conflict Studies (PACS)

to ‘make women visible’ (Enloe 2014) as agents, actors, and victims of conflict

and structural violence, feminist theorists within the field have argued that PACS

continues to lack a deep engagement with feminist theory and feminist methods

(Confortini 2006; McLeod and O’Reilly 2019). This panel draws from critical

feminist, intersectional, and queer theories to examine the interlocking relations

of power that produce violence and precarity as well as opportunities for agency

and grassroots struggles for peace and justice. The panel also engages with a

feminist interrogation of how research is conducted, presenting novel methods for

peace research that grapple with questions of collaboration, ethics, and

representation. The papers in this panel reflect examples of feminist peace

research on a range of subjects including: solidarity movements and migrant

struggles in the Mexico/US borderlands, religious women’s activism, grassroots

feminist mobilizations against neoliberalism, and the participatory research

method of photovoice as an example of feminist research praxis.

Roundtable Discussion: Altering Curricula to Address Diversity & Inclusion

Issues in International Affairs: Strategies and Approaches from Across the

United States

Thursday, April 8th 2021, 11:00:00 am

Participant - Shirley Graham, Chair - Carla Koppell (Georgetown University). 

COURSE SPOTLIGHT

IAFF 6138.OE1 Gender and Development - Christie Arendt

Dr. Christie Arendt

Gender Expert Instructor, Elliott School of

International Affairs and Global Affairs Section

Lead at U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of

Democracy, Human Rights & Labor

Christie Arendt is a Global Affairs Section Head in

the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and

Labor at the U.S. State Department. She manages

a team focused on advancing democracy,

governance, LGBTI and disability rights, and the

promotion of civic space around the world. Christie joined the State Department

as a Presidential Management Fellow in 2006. She has expertise in elections,

democracy and governance in Africa, and women’s political participation. While at

the State Department, Christie spent ten years working in the Bureau of African

Affairs and serving at USAID’s Center of Excellence for Democracy, Human Rights

and Governance. Before joining the federal government, Christie was a Federal

Policy Advisor for former Governor of Michigan Jennifer Granholm. Christie holds

an M.A. in International Affairs from the Elliott School and a Ph.D. in Political

Science from the George Washington University.  She continues to research,

publish, and present her work on women’s political participation and democratic

institutions in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Sign up now to Gender and Development!

INVITATION TO ELLIOTT'S

INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE WEEK

Building on GW's 6th Annual Diversity Summit, the Elliott School’s Office of

Diversity and Inclusion invites you to participate in three days of virtual

programming, webinars, and community spaces focused on the intersections of

diversity, equity, and inclusion and international affairs. 

The theme Pathways to Inclusive Excellence in International Affairs will explore

and question existing knowledge and norms within international affairs, highlight

our responsibility and commitment to justice, and help us point the way towards a

more inclusive global future of international affairs practice.

Schedule of Virtual Events

RESULTS OF THE GEIA CAREER DEVELOPMENT SURVEY 

Earlier this Semester, GEIA and Julia Lynn conducted a career development survey

among current GW studnets as well as alumni to find out what type of employment

are individuals currently in, what type of employment do they want to be in, and

ultimately, how can GEIA help to bridge those gaps. 

See results below:

1. Current Employment

64.5% Respondants stated that they are currently employed.

Types of employment are equally split between the public, private, and nonprofit

sectors. The most common places of employment for those currently working is in

consulting, federal government, and GW/other university employment.

Only 6.7% of respondents wish to remain in their current sector in the future.

2. Future Goals

The most common sectors for future career goals were development (34.6%) and

nonprofit (23.1%).

The most common type people would like to work for is a multilateral organisation

(e.g. UN agencies, World Bank, etc.).

The second most prominent were aid organizations (most frequently represented

in responses through USAID, Relief International, etc.)

Respondents would most like to have roles in program coordination/development

and gender-based work (ie. director of gender relations, gender advisor, etc.) 

3. GEIA Efforts

The responses showed consistent support for alumni networking, career

development events, career networking events, classes and mentoring.

The largest portion of individual responses centered around the need for

networking - Alumni would like networking to be more accessible, where informal

afternoon coffee events are better than formal/long evening events. They would

also appreciate more guidance in transferring careers.

Recomendations included that GEIA offer more training- integrate grant/proposal

writing into classes, offer low cost training programs/certifications. 

Julia Lynn is a rising junior in

the Columbian College of Arts and

Sciences majoring in Political

Science with a Public Policy focus

and minoring in

Economics. Julia's interest in

gender-based work stems from

research she did in high school on

the presence of implicit gender

bias in competitive speech and

debate. Currently, Julia is working as a research assistant studying militant groups

in the United States for assistant professor Iris Malone; and she hopes to pursue

more research work in the future.

GEIA PAST EVENTS HIGHLIGHT 

Localization and Gender

GEIA & The Humanitarian Action Initiative Highlight  

On April 1st, GEIA was joined by Dr. Maryam Zarnegar Deloffree, Director of the

Humanitarian Action Initiative (HAI), and PhD student Alex Vandermaas-Peeler for

a discussion on “Localization” in the humanitarian sector and how devolving

power will not necessarily empower women, rather further entrench inequitable

power structures.

The Humanitarian Action Initiative (HAI) is an academic and research hub housed

in the Elliott School of International Affairs that convenes and cultivates the

school’s curriculum, scholarly research, and policy expertise on topics related to

Humanitarian Action.

Find HAI resources here that are dedicated to projects on localization. 

Diverse Perspectives in IA: Women's History Month and South

Asian Heritage

On March 29th, GEIA was joined by GW's Director of the Women's, Gender, and

Sexuality Studies Program, Dr. Kavita Daiya in conversation with Dr. Elizabeth

Chacko to celebrate Dr. Daiya's book 'Graphic Migrations: Precarity and Gender in

India and the Diaspora'.

Watch the recording here!

BOOK HIGHLIGHT

Women and Leadership: Real Lives,

Real Lessons

by Julia Gillard, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala

A powerful call to action for achieving equality in

leadership.

Women make up fewer than ten per cent of

national leaders worldwide, and behind this eye-

opening statistic lies a pattern of unequal access

to power. Through conversations with some of

the world's most powerful and interesting women

—including Jacinda Ardern, Hillary Rodham

Clinton, Christine Lagarde, Michelle Bachelet,

and Theresa May—Women and

Leadership explores gender bias and asks why there aren't more women in

leadership roles.

Order this book now.

JOBS, OPPORTUNITIES & RESOURCES 

The 2021 WIIS Next GenerationGender, Peace

and Security Symposium!

Women In International Security (WIIS) is pleased to open applications for

the 2021Next Generation Gender, Peace and Security (GPS) Symposium.

The WIIS NextGeneration Symposium (NGS) is a highly competitive and prestigious

program. It is part of a larger WIIS initiative to bridge existing divides between

the traditional security community and the Women, Peace and Security (WPS)

community.

The 2021 symposium will convene an international cohort of 15 graduate students

and young professionals for an unique virtual program examining national and

international security challenges from a GPS perspective. The 2021 Symposium will

devote particular attention to the nexus of gender and security in three areas: the

environmental field, including climate change; terrorism and violent extremism;

and emerging technologies, including cybersecurity. 

For this year’s 2021 Symposium, 9-11 virtual meetings will be scheduled between

June 2021 and March 2022.

Applications are due by April 2, 2021 11:59 pm EST. Selected participants will

receive formal notifications in early June 2021.

Learn More Here

Undergrad International Security Essay Competition

Girl Security and the quarterly journal International Security are joining forces for

an essay competition designed to amplify girls’ and women’s voices in global

security! Click here for more details.

Are you beginning a new job, fellowship, or other exciting opportunity?

We want to celebrate your achievement! Send a photo and short description

of your new role to geia@email.gwu.edu and we'll feature you in an

upcoming GEIA bulletin.

GEIA IS HIRING!

Are you a GWU student interested in working for GEIA as Program Assistant?

If yes, please send an email to the Gender Equality Initiative in Internaitonal

Affairs at geia@email.gwu.edu with a statement of interest and your resume.

The GEIA Women’s Leadership Index team is looking for a data-savvy volunteer to

assist with their next steps in developing the Index further. Please

email geia@email.gwu.edu with a statement of interest and your resume.

We look forward to receiving applications!

External Job Openings:

NEW: Women for Women International Summer 2021 Internships

Communications Intern, Washington, D.C. 

Human Resources Intern, Washington, D.C. 

Marketing Intern, Washington, D.C. 

Information Technology Intern, Washington, D.C.

Program Design & Development Intern, Washington, D.C.

Monitoring, Evaluation, Research, and Learning Intern, Washington,

D.C

Development Intern, Washington, D.C.

External Events Intern, Washington, D.C. 

NEW: Inter-American Development Bank: Gender and Diversity Specialist

NEW: Tetra Tech: Gender Integration Principal

NEW: banyan global: Team Lead – Gender and Social Inclusion Due

Diligence Support

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (IFC): Agribusiness Gender and

Value Chain Expert Short Term Consultant

PeaceCorps: Program Specialist (Gender)

The International Foundation for Electoral Systems: Senior Global Advisor,

Gender               

United States Institute of Peace: Program Officer, Gender Policy and

Strategy

GW Graduate School of Education and Human Development

(GSEHD): Federal work study position

GW Global Women's Institute: Student Research Assistant

Women’s Action for New Directions (WAND): Communications Intern

OUT IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Out in International Affairs is a soon-to-be official Elliott School affinity group

whose purpose is to include, connect and empower the LGBTQ+ and ally

community at the Elliott School, as well as advance LGBTQ+ perspectives and

opportunities in the field. We seek to build a community within the Elliott School,

external partners and former students to promote and support student research,

policy engagement, and networking. Further, we aspire to build a safe space

where LGBTQ+ individuals can share their lived experiences and not only find

support from peers, but also be connected with resources they might need.

Out in International Affairs hopes to be a steppingstone and a partner in the

efforts to lift up LGBTQ+ voices and perspectives in all subdisciplines of

international affairs.

Sign up here to express interest and receive more information!

Sign up here to take part in the LGBTQ+ Affinity Group Interest Meeting!

GLOBAL WOMEN'S INSTITUTE

The Global Women's Institute 

The Global Women’s Institute (GWI) at the George
Washington University launched in the Fall of 2012
as a university-wide measure to advance gender
equality through various initiatives such as
interdisciplinary research, education, policy and
outreach. 

Click Here to subscribe to GWI's weekly newsletter
to stay updated with GWI news, events and more.
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